babyballet® Class Rules
Our class rules are put in place to maximise your Child’s enjoyment and development during every babyballet® class, event
or production.
Parent/Carer/Guardian Supervision
We ask that all Parents/Carers/Guardians supervise their children always. No Child may be left unattended while participating
in Tots and Tinies Classes. To avoid overcrowding and shyness in class, one adult guardian ONLY per child is allowed into the
babyballet® classroom. Your babyballet® representative will be happy for you to invite two adults per child to the end of
term certificate presentation. Movers/Groovers/Tappers may be left under the supervision of the babyballet® teacher but
Parents/Carers/Guardians must remain within the Class venue and must supervise all toilet trips.
Equipment Supervision
In some of our Classes, including our Tots and Tinies Classes, Movers, Groovers and Tappers Classes, babyballet may provide
you (as the parent/carer/guardian) with babyballet equipment for use within the Classes. This equipment is provided to you
for use with your child for the sole purpose of development and stimulation. babyballet equipment are not toys and are not for
independent use without the supervision by a Parent/Carer/Guardian in applicable classes. You must supervise your child with
all babyballet® equipment at all times during Classes. We ask that you are observant with children eating or chewing
babyballet equipment as this can be dangerous for your child.
Class Levels
The suitable ages for the babyballet® syllabus and levels have been determined by babyballet® Limited at babyballet® Head
Office. Your babyballet® representative must abide by the ages specified by Head Office to ensure the safe and effective
teaching of each child. Your Child will be put in the most suitable class for their age and/or ability by the babyballet®
representative. Parents/Carers/Guardians do not have the right to move children in to different classes without the prior
consent of the babyballet® representative. Please note that your teacher wants each and every child to progress at a suitable
pace and their decision on which class to allocate your Child to must be respected and adhered to.
Disabilities and Special Educational Needs
On booking and throughout your Child’s participation in the Classes, please give full and up to date details of any disabilities
or special educational needs that you think We need to know about and any reasonable adjustments that would make Classes
better for your Child. It is the Parent/Carer/Guardian’s responsibility to notify the babyballet® representative of such
disabilities or special educational needs to ensure safe and effective teaching methods and standards are maintained.
Siblings
We are happy for siblings to be present in the class as a spectator. If a sibling becomes actively involved in the class, it will
be necessary for you to pay the babyballet® representative for their involvement at the usual class price from time to time.
If the class size is already at capacity, your child would not be able to join in. Your babyballet® representative will look for a
suitable alternative Class or add your Child to the waiting list.
Talking During Class
The children learn and concentrate much more when the classroom is quiet so please refrain from chatting during the class
times. Adults and accompanying children will be asked to leave the room if their chatting is distracting the class.
Disruptive and Inappropriate Behaviour
Children and adults in attendance at babyballet® classes are asked to be civil and courteous to other members at all times.
Should a child or adult become abusive, violent or disruptive, it is at the discretion of the babyballet® representative to ask
that person to leave the room, and if necessary, to vacate the premises. You are asked to consider the development and
enjoyment of others. If your Child is uncontrollably upset or disruptive, please consider taking your child out of the room until
they have calmed down.
Potty Training/Toilet Visits
For health and safety reasons, potty training is not allowed in a babyballet® classroom. If your Child is potty trained, please
take them to the toilet immediately prior to the commencement of any class so there will be as little disruption during class
times.
Physical Contact
Parents/Carers/Guardians should be aware that due to the nature of babyballet® classes it is necessary for the teacher to
have physical contact with the children from time to time. If you would prefer a teacher not to have any physical contact with
your Child please notify your babyballet® representative in writing prior to your first class.
Food and Drink During Class
No food or drinks must be taken into a babyballet® classroom. If a child does require food or a drink during the class times,
please take the child outside of the classroom.
Specific Exercises
All the exercises used in babyballet® classes have been carefully designed to ensure safety and high standards of teaching
and development. The term “naughty toes” is not suggesting any inappropriate behaviour of a child or his/her toes, it is simply
a use of imagery which helps a child to relate to the exercise being performed.
babyballet® License
All babyballet® classes are owned and operated under license.

